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The data sources of the research were as follows. We 
have reviewed the professional literature on Hungar-
ian clusters and on cluster policy and examined the 
webpages of 75 Hungarian cluster organisations which 
maintain a strong presence on the internet. Subsequent-
ly we carried out a fieldwork, which included:
• a questionnaire based expert survey among man-
agers of clusters and member firms with the par-
ticipation of 22 respondents,
• personal structural interviews made at cluster or-
ganizations and cluster member firms: 10 case 
studies were prepared,
• participation in professional conferences and 
cluster meetings.
Summary of findings
The study investigated the population of business net-
works defining themselves as clusters, and the internal 
structure of their inter-organisational and inter-firm 
linkages. The conceptual framework of social network 
theory was applied to a wide range of empirical data 
collected about real existing clusters.
In Hungary there are more than 180 business net-
works, which define themselves as clusters. This num-
ber is is more than the combined number of self-de-
fined cluster organisations in all neighboring countries 
of Hungary. At the same time the Hungarian population 
of cluster organizations is characterised by high of birth 
rate and a high level of mortality. In many consortia 
the level of activity and the content of inter-firm co-
operation vary in time. The vast majority of cluster or-
ganizations have been organised in order to implement 
occasional projects and between these intervals of ac-
tivity the business network is inactive. However, from 
the population of such cluster organisations eventually 
a highly visible, active and successful elite of clusters 
has emerged, especially in the pharmaceutical, biotech-
nology, environment, industry, and information and 
communication technology sectors.
Cooperation within clusters is motivated by com-
mercial relationship, by the existence and utilization 
of a common knowledge base for innovation. Compa-
nies and other organizations establishing clusters have 
launched various projects to jointly utilise some com-
mon resource, to participate in the value chain, to gain 
This article investigates the attitudes to inter-firm co-operation in Hungary by analysing a special group 
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new markets or to jointly enforce their interests vis-á-
vis some local or the central government.
Cluster self-definition and cohesion among 
members. The self defined identity and mission of the 
clusters is of utmost importance. Clusters that do not 
adequately define the scope and form of cooperation 
within the cluster are vulnerable. Lack of a coherent 
cluster identity may reduce the professionalism of co-
operation and and lead to loss of trust among the firms. 
Among the investigated clusters, segmentation may 
develop either if certain distinct sub-groups evolve 
based on a particular industrial/professional culture 
or if some of the larger member companies of the 
cluster develops supplier linkages with only a subset 
of members. This is especially true for the classical 
manufacturing sector where the cluster frequently 
contains several competitor member firms. Mutual 
trust is more likely to erode in times of crisis or in case 
of dwindling external resources.
The role of regional/sectoral affiliation in cluster 
identity. The majority of investigated clusters affiliates 
itself with a particular region of Hungary. In particular, 
approximately two-thirds of clusters consider them-
selves as regionally focused: in such cases the majority 
of the members are located in the same region.  Com-
panies of the environmental and energy industry, the 
IT and telecom sector, biotech and healthcare sectors 
and some selected branches of manufacturing (plastics, 
textiles, wood, automotive products) have established 
clusters with a strong professional affiliation. Clusters 
with strong sectoral/professional binding frequently 
demonstrate no affiliation to a specific region. Clusters 
organized on a sectoral/professional basis are more ef-
ficient and more sustainable than those organized on a 
strong regional basis. 
Network centralization. Clusters dominatedy by 
one or two “flagship” companies are called central-
ized clusters. Such networks are either subcontract-
ing hierarchies or networks organised around a joint 
research and development projects, where members 
have unequal access to know-how. Centralized cluster 
formation can be found primarily in the IT and bio-
technology sectors. In most cases, the fact that some 
companies within the network have a monopoly in 
the particular know how or finances can explain their 
dominant position.
Clusters are called segmented, if some smaller 
groups, “cliques” are formed within the network, 
within which the cooperation is satisfactory, but link-
ages among the cliques are weak, occasional or com-
pletely non-existent. Segmented clusters have been 
observed, but not very often. Among the investigated 
clusters, segmentation may develop, if certain distinct 
sub-groups evolve the based on a particular industrial/
professional culture or if some of the larger member 
companies of the cluster develops supplier linkages 
with only a subset of members. 
Network characteristics is a major factor in the suc-
cess or decline of a cluster. Consortia built around a 
“flagship” firm have more chance of success, especially 
if the member companies are integrated by a specific 
professional culture. Segmented clusters as a rule are 
less sustainable than clusters free of cliques. Clusters 
may flexibly adapt to changes in market conditions, to 
variations of the business cycle or of the business envi-
ronment by creating new sub-groups within the network, 
which are capable to launch new projects, to re-use the 
results of previous projects. Indeed, the ability to re-or-
ganise the network structure is the most important cri-
terion of effective adaptation within a particular cluster.
Innovation. Innovation activities are important el-
ements of cluster efficiency.  In many cases research 
and development is not implemented by the cluster or-
ganization itself, but by one of its members, e.g. by a 
university department. The fact that a research institute 
or a university is a member of the cluster does not guar-
antee in itself innovation activities within the cluster; 
indeed, in many cases the opposite is observed. About 
half of the clusters participate in innovation diffusion, 
even if no cluster member has taken part in the develop-
ment of the particular innovative product, technology 
or service. Innovations  embodied in some  product or 
technology have been observed much more frequently 
than innovations of abstract, less tangible nature, such 
as organizational and service innovations.
Cluster policy and subsidies. Cluster policy can be 
conceived as part of regional development policy, en-
terprise development policy or innovation policy. The 
main aim of cluster policy is to promote the develop-
ment and operation of collaborative networks among 
(a) companies and (b) among companies and other 
organizations, such as professional associations, R & 
D institutes. The adverse side effects of cluster subsi-
dies are much smaller than the effects of direct subsi-
dies given to individual firms. The latter strategy often 
gives artificial advantages to particular companies by 
picking the winners of competition.
Cluster accreditation is an innovative element of 
Hungarian cluster policy, which improves the com-
petitive position of promising clusters. Accreditation is 
also necessary in order to distinguish those Hungarian 
clusters that are true clusters in the internationally ac-
cepted sense from other networks, such as temporary 
consortia and project organisations.
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Donor dependence. The majority of clusters oper-
ating in Hungary are products of cluster policy. Gov-
ernment co-financing offered for start-up projects in-
stitutionalising clusters and for support to investment 
projects are the main drivers of the creation and de-
velopment of clusters. The biggest challenge of cluster 
policy is to select those projects that can be sustained 
without government interventions in the long term. Ac-
cording to the expert survey, only about half of the in-
vestigated clusters would be able to operate successful-
ly on the long term without subsidies. The other half of 
the respondents presume that their clusters are more or 
less dependent on the extent of subsidies: in the absence 
of subsidies these clusters could either offer far fewer 
services to members, or their life expectancy would be 
shorter, or in some cases even the network could be 
dissolved.  Overall, the more subsidy dependent is a 
cluster, the smaller is its perceived sustainability. The 
above problems of sustainablity and donor-dependence 
could be reduced by applying the best international 
practices of cluster development policies.
Research questions
Theoretical background. International and Hungarian 
experiences have shown that inter-firm co-operation is 
motivated by tangible advantages that can be easily ana-
lysed within rational profit-maximising logic and also 
by intangible advantages such as the enhancement of so-
cial capital. Inter-firm linkages go far beyond buyer-pur-
chaser relationships and are shaped by entrepreneurial 
culture and trust and the ability and know-how of initi-
ating and managing co-operation.3 Inter-firm co-opera-
tion and competition are not antagonistic to each other. 
Rather, co-operation is an equally important ingredient 
of company strategy and may be crucial in achieving 
success on markets. On global, national and local mar-
kets not only individual firms compete with each other; 
frequently it is the competitiveness of entire networks 
that decides the outcome of business decisions.4
Aims. The research is aimed at the description of 
those tangible and intangible factors that determine the 
strength and stability of inter-firm networks and in par-
ticular, of clusters in Hungary. The findings are used to 
evaluate a class of business networks: self-proclaimed 
clusters in Hungary, and also to assess the impacts of 
cluster policy in Hungary. 
The research questions are related to the network 
structure and dynamics of Hungarian clusters.
• What is the role of strong vs. weak inter-firm link-
ages in business clusters? Which factors motivate 
or de-motivate inter-firm co-operation? What is 
the role of entrepreneurial culture in enhancing 
the willingness and ability of firms to co-operate 
with each other?
• What is the professional content of inter-firm 
co-operation? (e.g. Joint marketing and market 
development, Joint innovation and development, 
joint tendering, etc.) Are these clusters predomi-
nantly focused on jointly obtaining inputs (ma-
terials, components, trained workforce, finance), 
or rather on jointly putting their outputs on the 
market (marketing co-operation)? How can we 
characterise the predominant inter-firm linkages 
in the sample of clusters? Are these trade link-
ages, innovation linkages, knowledge flow link-
ages, subcontracting linkages?
• What is the network structure of Hungarian clus-
ters? Why are some clusters more concentrated 
than others? Why are some clusters more seg-
mented than others?
• How do typical firms manage the portfolio of 
inter-firm relations in a particular company? Are 
costs and benefits of inter-firm ties measurable, 
and if yes, how? Are these costs and benefits 
transparent?
• What is the inter-dependence between (a) the 
structure of clusters and (b) the growth, com-
petitiveness and sustainability of these networks? 
What conclusions can be made about the impact 
of linkage strength on competitiveness? Under 
what circumstances are certain  network types 
optimal? How does network structure react to ex-
ternal factors such as financial crises, increasing 
uncertainity of market conditions?
• Does the value chain play a role in organising in-
teractions within the cluster? If yes, what is this 
role?
• What are the major components of a culture of 
inter-firm co-operation in Hungary?
Regarding the network aspects of innovativeness, 
we have investigated the following research questions:
• Which types of clusters are innovative? Do clus-
ters/member firms perceive themselves as inno-
vative? If yes, are these their own innovations or 
rather innovations absorbed from outside.
• How does innovation spread within and through 
the cluster? (Via subcontracting agreements, by 
the force of joint investments, training courses, 
via labour mobility, etc.)
• Where does the know-how necessary for innova-
tion originate from? In particular, which types of 
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clusters rely on exogenous, which types of clus-
ters rely on endogenous sources of knowledge, as 
measured by the role of research organisations, 
universities, etc. in the cluster.
Regarding cluster policy, we have investigated the 
following research questions:
• Do subsidies have an impact on creating and 
strengthening inter-firm linkages, promoting a 
culture of cooperation?
• To what extent are existing clusters products of 
spontaneous market forces, and to what extent 
are they created by subsidies? To what extent are 
the investigated clusters subsidy-dependent?
• What are the best practices for supporting inter-
firm networking?
• What are the advantages of supporting inter-firm 
networking as opposed to other forms of subsi-
dies?
Methodological aims. Another, equally important 
aim of this paper is to present a feasible empirical 
methodology for the investigation of real existing clus-
ters. A data collection and analytical frame is presented 
which is suitable to test a set of hypotheses derived 
from network research5, and takes into consideration 
data availability in the specific Hungarian landscape of 
entrepreneurial networks and clusters.
Previous research and evaluation on business 
networks and clusters in Hungary
Since the mid 1990s the conditions of co-operative be-
haviour of companies, the culture of inter-firm co-op-
eration, more generally the institutional framework of 
inter-organizational co-operation was the subject of a 
wide range of research efforts in Hungary.6 This empir-
ical evidence has demonstrated that inter-firm linkages 
in Hungary have an important role in enhancing com-
petitiveness and that inter-organisational co-operation 
is facilitated by entrepreneurial culture and trust.
Cluster development measures and the resulting 
business clusters have been repeatedly evaluated both 
on their own right and in the framework of wider policy 
areas such as SME development, innovation policy and 
regional development.
In 2003 an interview-based survey on cluster devel-
opment was implemented. The evaluation was initiated 
by the Hungarian Ministry of Economy and Transport 
among subsidized Hungarian regional clusters and busi-
ness networks.7 The aim of the research was to assess 
the impacts of a Government sponsored subsidy pro-
gramme called „Széchenyi Plan” of 2001 which among 
other entities has supported regional clusters as well. 
The research used the “organisational” definition of 
clusters, according to which a group of companies and 
other organisations is a cluster if they have entered and 
to some extent formalized their co-operation which is 
aimed at enhancing their joint competitiveness. Moreo-
ver, in this approach only those groups are considered 
which explicitly identify themselves as clusters.
The above mentioned 2003 research investigated 
20 case study clusters, based on interviews with cluster 
managers, with local, central government institutions 
and trade associations which have played an instru-
mental role in developing clusters. Regional clusters 
were defined as networks of co-operating companies, 
SME-support institutions, local governments, trade as-
sociations and technology transfer institutions such as 
University departments or technology consulting firms. 
In most cases clusters were project organisations with 
no legal identity. Their activities consisted of training, 
transfer of know-how in order to become subcontrac-
tors, joint quality management, spreading information 
on European Union standards, product family market-
ing, regional marketing, interest representation, or-
ganisation of conferences, joint participation on fairs, 
organisation of business meetings, preparation of ap-
plication and tender documents for various subsidised 
programmes financed by the Hungarian Government 
and / or the European Union.
The interviewed clusters of 2003 were only weakly 
institutionalised, the cluster organisation possessed no 
legal status, therefore the clusters as such could not be 
parties of a contract. Most of them had a temporary 
character and have used the organisational framework 
of an existing company or enterprise support institu-
tion.8 The functions of clusters have significantly over-
lapped with the activities of professional and trade or-
ganisations, chambers of commerce, industrial parks, 
incubator houses and SME and regional development 
organisations. A loosely, vaguely defined cluster con-
cept has contributed to the inter-changeability of these 
organisational identities.
Although the 2003 study has revealed some weak-
nesses of the Government policy towards clusters, it 
has recommended intensifying the support of inter-firm 
networking rather than supporting individual firms, in 
order to avoid the proliferation of interventionist sub-
sidy schemes.
In 2005 a business survey on small business net-
works was implemented. This rigorous questionnaire-
based survey9 on small business entrepreneurial net-
works has shown that more than half of Hungarian 
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small businesses were involved in some regular inter-
firm co-operation. Inter-firm co-operation appeared in 
various forms, such as outsourcing – subcontracting, 
franchising, regional and/or sectoral clustering, joint 
ownership and co-ownership. The exchange between 
the participating firms took many forms, such as 
• regularly buying products and services from each 
other,
• inter-firm bartering,
• exchange of information, provision of consul-
tancy,
• exchange of tools and machines,
• providing occasional credits to each other,
• referring clients to each other,
• co-operation in purchasing from third parties,
• co-operation in sales to third parties,
• joint development of new products/technologies/
services.
A substantial number of these linkages went far be-
yond the regular exchange of favors and were formal-
ised in contracts. Medium sized companies claimed to 
be more frequently members of some inter-firm co-op-
eration than smaller and micro companies. Companies 
selling their products to other firms or to public bodies, 
and exporting companies were more frequently parts 
of some inter-firm co-operation than companies sell-
ing only for the local population. Companies that were 
members of a network were more optimistic and more 
growth oriented than non-member (i.e. “isolated”, “at-
omised”) companies.
In 2006 an international comparative evaluation of 
cluster policies10 included the assessment of the Hun-
garian cluster program since 2001 in its scope. This 
evaluation was made in the context of other regional 
policy measures such as the creation of industrial parks 
and EU structural fund programming. The evaluators 
found that in spite of some clear and spectacular cases 
of successful clusters, overall cluster policies were not 
sufficiently integrated with regional economic strate-
gies and decision makers did not always apply strin-
gent test on what network could be considered a cluster 
initiative.
In 2007 an evaluation of the Hungarian cluster 
movement11 stressed that in Hungary typical clusters 
are not built up in a bottom-up style, rather such net-
works are initiated by local subsidiaries of multina-
tionals and facilitated by government measures in a 
top-down fashion. While the first clusters were subcon-
tracting pyramides, later other purposes of networking 
appeared such as the pooling of procurements and in-
creasingly the joining of forces in lobbying for regu-
latory advantages and applying for government subsi-
dies. Cluster organisations have experimented with a 
wide range of services offered for members, such as the 
spreading of benchmarking information, facilitation of 
market access, consultancy in tender procedures, train-
ing, project management, facilitation of spin-off com-
panies, etc. In spite of this, a typical cluster was not 
self sustaining, since incomes generated from these ser-
vices covered in general only one-third of its expenses. 
In typical clusters co-operation was driven only by the 
cluster organisation, whereas the spontaneous launch-
ing of new inter-firm co-operations with no interven-
tion of the cluster center was in most cases between 
companies that have nurtured ties already before enter-
ing the cluster.
In 2008–2010 a mapping exercise has revealed the 
spatial-industrial agglomerations of Hungarian firms. 
A series of research projects12 in 2008 to 2010 tackled 
the issue of communication, knowledge transfer, and 
cooperative actions among Hungarian companies. One 
of the main objectives was to identify, map and evalu-
ate the Hungarian clusters with the help of regionally 
desaggregated company census data. The research used 
the “spatial-industrial” concept of clusters, defining 
clusters as a group of companies engaged in similar ac-
tivities located in close proximity to each other.13 The 
geographic mapping of these “spatial-industrial” clus-
ters was based on annual census-type data of Hungar-
ian firms, compiled from financial statements associat-
ed with tax reporting. The geographic density of firms 
of the same sector was measured with the help of Gini 
coefficients by using employment data disaggregated 
into the 20 spatial administrative units of Hungary and 
37 branches (sectors) of the industry.
The study has identified 48 industrial clusters in 
Hungary and statistically evaluated their size, level of 
specification, innovativeness and export activity. Strong 
clusters were found in the automotive, food processing 
and information technology sectors. Based on interna-
tional experiences it was hypothesized that cooperation 
of Hungarian companies relies heavily on close, regu-
lar contact and face-to-face interaction, that significant 
synergies stem from co-location of cooperating market 
actors and that therefore the spatial concentration of ac-
tors, the geographic agglomeration of industrial activity 
in the same branch can improve competitiveness. The 
authors have clearly distinguished between vertical and 
horizontal types of co-operation, the former identified 
as becoming part of global value chains as regular sup-
pliers, the latter interpreted as cooperation of predomi-
nantly small companies in industrial clusters in order to 
compete with larger multinational companies.
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Also in 2008 the so-called “Pólus Programme” was 
evaluated in a series of studies14. The Pólus programme 
was an ambitious support scheme of the Hungarian Gov-
ernment to facilitate the birth and development of indus-
trial clusters. The authors have followed the life cycle of 
clusters by observing their subsequent stages of devel-
opment such as attracting founding member companies, 
creating a cluster organization, obtaining finance, offer-
ing services for members by the management, achieving 
financial sustainability through membership and service 
fees and achieving the so-called “critical mass” of firms 
which is necessary for the long term viability of co-
operation. Evidence was presented to support the thesis 
that inter-firm trust is a necessary condition of long term 
co-operation, of network sustainability. The study has 
recommended good practices for reducing mistrust and 
“short-termism”, to improve entrepreneurial culture.
The evolution of cluster policy in Hungary
Subcontracting development. Inter-firm linkages have 
been supported in Hungary already since the early 
1990s, when the government launched its subcontract-
ing development programme.15 In this programme 
small and medium sized companies were supported by 
financial subsidies, by supported business consultancy 
services16 and by marketing instruments, e.g. by free 
access to subcontracting roadshows and fairs. The aim 
of the programme was to increase the ability of benefi-
ciary firms to become subcontractors of multinational 
manufacturing companies located in Hungary. The first 
Hungarian clusters were communities of subcontract-
ing firms, organised in most cases around local subsidi-
aries of multinational companies.
Cluster subsidy schemes. After 2000 the respec-
tive subsidy schemes and business support services 
widened their target group and the support of entre-
preneurial networks and clusters started, first with an 
experimental character. Subsidy schemes were and still 
are the most important instruments of cluster policy. 
Between 2001 and 2011 these programmes have been 
repeated and significantly improved17, although after 
2010 the associated budgetary sources have signifi-
cantly decreased.
Supported business networks have received on av-
erage the equivalent of 100 to 150 thousand EUR as a 
“cluster start-up subsidy” in order to establish cluster 
organisations and to elaborate competitiveness-enhanc-
ing projects. At a later stage, some of these business 
networks were beneficiaries of several, consecutive in-
vestment subsidies of a much higher magnitude, origi-
nating from various subsidy schemes.
As a result of the above programs many consortia 
were supported; which partly explains the high num-
ber of cluster organisations in the country. In 2012 the 
Government owned programme organisation which is 
responsible for cluster policy, MAG Zrt collected data 
on more than 180 cluster organisations in Hungary.18
Before 2010 cluster policy was closely associated 
with regional development policy, because cluster sub-
sidies were tied to the development of certain preferred 
cities, also called “poles”. From 2012 the regional focus 
of cluster policy has diminished. The official doctrine 
of development policy is conceptualised as “cluster-
based” instead of “based on poles”19. However, cluster 
support remains an integral part of regional policy, be-
cause a substantial part – although not the full amount- 
of cluster related subsidies are to be obtained through 
regionally defined subsidy schemes.
In 2011/12 a wide range of existing Hungarian clus-
ters received subsidies from Government or European 
funds. There is wide agreement among experts that 
public financial support is crucially important in estab-
lishing and sustaining the clusters, with special respect 
to innovative ones, in which companies work together 
with each other as well as with universities and re-
search organisations.
Cluster accreditation. The support of Hungarian clus-
ters was facilitated by a Government run scheme of ac-
creditation. Self-proclaimed clusters that apply for subsi-
dies are evaluated by a designated body. The evaluation 
is based on quantitative and qualitative criteria, including
• the level/extent/depth of cooperation within the 
cluster,
• the prevalence of joint research/development/in-
novation projects,
• the volume of services jointly purchased by clus-
ter member companies,
• the volume of jointly financed common market-
ing actions of cluster member companies,
• the number, size and turnover of member com-
panies, and
• the dynamics of the above indicators, etc.
As a result of the above accreditation procedure, 
clusters are classified in four stages according to their 
level of development, ranging from “clusters in ini-
tial phase” through “developing clusters”, “accredited 
clusters” up to the so-called “innovation clusters”.20 
The title “Accredited Innovation Cluster” is valid for 
2 years, is renewable and offers a better access to sub-
sidies. In 2011–2012 in Hungary 26 accredited clusters 
were functioning. These clusters are distributed among 
the following sectors/branches (Table 1):
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It is foreseen that cluster accreditation procedure as 
a major instrument of cluster policy will survive but 
it will be aligned with the so called European Cluster 
Excellence Initiative (ECEI).23
Main statistical features of the investigated 
cluster population
Number of clusters. In Hungary there are more than 
180 business networks that call themselves clusters. 
However, not all of these consortia are active and prop-
erly institutionalised cluster organisations; in fact some 
of them are inactive project organisations. The number 
of self-proclaimed organised clusters in Hungary is 
more than the combined number of cluster organisa-
tions in all of its neighbouring countries.24 
Size of clusters in terms of the number of members.
A typical cluster consists of 20 to 30 members, but 
in extreme cases the consortium may range from 5 to 
150 members.
Legal form of cluster members. While the member-
ship of typical clusters consists mostly of small and 
medium sized companies, approximately half of the in-
vestigated clusters have a few members from the pub-
lic sector: in most cases university chairs or research 
organisations, sometimes local governments, chambers 
and associations.
Size of member companies. Within a particular clus-
ter most members (about 75%) are small and medium 
sized companies with a strong focus on small and mi-
cro companies. In particular, two-thirds of the member 
companies of the investigated clusters reported a turno-
ver of less than 1 million EUR. A narrower range of 
cluster members (about 20%) are bigger firms, in some 
cases even multinationals.
Ownership of cluster member firms. Most of the 
company members are privately owned, but a narrow 
range of cluster member companies are partly or fully 
owned by the public sector, e.g. by local governments.
Regional focus. A wide range of clusters define 
themselves with a strong regional focus. Such net-
works have chosen as their names a region of the coun-
try (e.g. “Pannon” referring to Western Hungary or 
Southern Great Plain), followed by a sectoral denomi-
nation (such as informatics, or transport development). 
However, in most sectors it is almost impossible to 
restrict cluster membership to companies located in a 
particular region. In particular, the linkages of clusters 
in the environment protection sector reach well over 
the regional borders. About two-thirds of the investi-
gated clusters are regionally concentrated in the sense 
that at least two thirds of the members of the cluster are 
located in the same county.25 All regions of the country 
are represented in the investigated cluster population.
Sectoral focus. A wide range of the investigated 
clusters identify themselves with a strong professional/
sectoral focus, with or without a reference or allegiance 
to a particular region of Hungary. The following major 
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Environmental and energy industries 21
Information and communication technology 13
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Food / alimentary industry 3
Business services, including consultancy 3
Local investment promotion 2
Construction industry 2




The distribution of  “Accredited Innovative Clusters” 
by sectors / branches21 Hungary, 201122
Table 2
Distribution of investigated clusters by profession/sector.
Clusters with strong Internet visibility (N=75)
Hungary, 2012
Source: web research of the authors
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Clusters in particular sectors
Clusters in particular sectors can be characterised as 
follows.
• IT sector. Clusters based on information and commu-
nication technology are composed of companies of-
fering IT systems integration, web design, and pub-
lic database management. In this sector a frequently 
mentioned aim of co-operation is to contribute to 
jointly implemented, Government co-financed pro-
jects, by sharing specialised available knowledge. 
Therefore cluster member firms frequently delegate 
their expert employees to other cluster member com-
panies in order to work in such projects. The expert 
survey has reinforced that – compared with other 
sectors – companies from the IT sector
– rely much less on the cluster in selling their prod-
ucts and services,
– report about much less conflicts among cluster 
members,
– describe their cluster as less concentrated,
– assess themselves as most innovative,
– stress much more the importance of Government 
subsidies in keeping the cluster together.
• Environment protection industry and biotechnology 
sector. Clusters based on environmentally friendly 
technologies are typically networks of companies of-
fering products and technologies of renewable energy, 
in particular the building and customisation of energy 
generating equipment from solar, biological or recy-
cled sources. In some cases this equipment is import-
ed, in other cases the appliances are developed in Hun-
gary. The expert survey has reinforced that – compared 
with other sectors – in the environment protection and 
biotechnology sector cluster member companies
– are more export oriented and rely more on the 
cluster in selling their products and services,
– describe their inter-firm network as more concen-
trated and more segmented,
– have higher expectations as of the co-operation, 
and are less contented with the development of the 
cluster,
– rely much more on external stakeholders in their 
innovation activity.
• Classical manufacturing sector. The sample con-
tains a wide range of clusters identifying themselves 
strongly with metal parts production, with wood 
based (furniture) industry or with some other manu-
facturing activity. The expert survey has reinforced 
that – compared with other sectors – companies from 
the classical manufacturing sector
– describe their sector as very competitive, so much 
so that competition effectively and strongly limits 
the extent to which clustering / networking is pos-
sible,
– describe their cluster as less concentrated,
– assess themselves as less innovative, but if they 
enter into innovation activity, they rely much more 
on themselves than on external stakeholders,
– report about significantly more conflicts and de-
bates among their members.
• Business services sector. There is a wide range of 
clusters where the members offer consultancy and 
business services such as project evaluation, tender 
application preparation, financial risk assessment, 
PR, marketing, real estate development and others. 
The expert survey has revealed that – compared to 
clusters of other sectors – networks in this sector are
– characterised with weaker linkages,
– the level of institutionalisation of these clusters is 
somewhat weaker, and
– the level of sustainability, as perceived by their 
members is on a lower level than in case of clusters 
based on more tangible commodities.
Clusters as networks: the structure of linkages
Strength of inter-firm ties. Most clusters in Hungary 
are inherently loose networks. While other networks 
such as those based on franchise and joint ownership 
(holdings) are stable, involve core company functions 
and high financial stakes, in many clusters co-operation 
extends only to the implementation of a single project, 
or to various projects involving a particular non-core 
company function.
Network concentration of clusters and the issue of a 
dominant “flagship” company. The expert survey and 
the in-depth interviewers have explicitly asked the re-
spondents, whether in their respective clusters there is 
a dominant company, which would strongly influence 
cluster strategy and decisions. Within the investigated 
clusters there are large differences in terms of firm size 
and bargaining power. However, these big differences 
in bargaining power lead only in certain cases to the 
emergence of a network with a strong centrum, e.g. a 
flagship company. About half of the experts have per-
ceived their cluster as concentrated (centralised) in this 
sense, as opposed to the other half of the respondents.
• Centralised clusters are to be found frequently in 
case of a subcontracting hierarchies, or if the con-
sortium has embarked on a joint investment pro-
ject with unequal access to innovation know-how.
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• In decentralised networks in most cases the scope 
of co-operation extends only to a narrow, “non-
core” segment of company functions (e.g. joint 
purchasing), and the partners are more or less 
equal in their co-operation.
Clusters with dominant, “hub” or “flagship” type 
companies are more frequently found in the IT and bi-
otechnology industries, than in other sectors. In most 
cases a dominant position within the network can be ex-
plained by a monopolistic access of a single company to 
development finances and/or to know-how. Clusters with 
dominant members – as opposed to clusters without such 
“flagships” – are also characterised by stronger than av-
erage export activity. Moreover, members of centralised 
clusters report about stronger than average internal con-
flicts, both hidden and open, but also about an elaborated 
conflict resolution mechanism within the cluster.
Network segmentation / cliques in the cluster. The 
expert survey and the in-depth interviews have re-
vealed that clusters with a segmented network struc-
ture represent a minority. In such cases co-operation 
is satisfactory within several cliques, but weak or non-
existent between these groups of companies. As a rule, 
segmentation within a cluster may evolve
• if the cluster involves well identifiable sub-
groups of companies with characteristically dif-
ferent industrial cultures, or
• if the cluster is organised around some strong 
companies which are more interested to co-
operate with their traditional subcontractors, 
which are members of the cluster as well, than 
with other cluster members.
Cluster management, its challenges and instruments 
Cluster institutionalisation. In Hungary there are vari-
ous ways to institutionalise cluster management. The 
following organisational solutions are available and 
have been used in the practice:
• the cluster establishes an autonomous limited li-
ability company, a non-profit company, a founda-
tion or an association specifically for the purpose 
of cluster management,
• a particular member of the cluster, usually a firm 
with strong administrative capacities provides the 
necessary services to run the cluster,
• the cluster is established and run by a consulting 
firm, specialised on cluster management and ten-
der application know how. In many cases such 
consultant firms simultaneously manage a wide 
range of other clusters as well.
Cluster finances. Cluster organisations are financed 
from the following sources:
• membership fees,
• consultant fees: the management organisations 
obtains fees from the members in exchanges for 
the consultancy services provided,
• donations provided by the member organisations,
• government subsidies,
• profits obtained from business activities,
• commissions charged for business agency activi-
ties.
On average, only one-third of expenses are covered 
by the services of the cluster organisation.26
Subsidized projects: the driving force of co-opera-
tion. Cluster subsidies represent a major motivation in 
creating inter-firm co-operations. Within a particular 
network the first experiences in obtaining external funds 
and managing subsidised projects create a know how 
which can be used in obtaining support for new, much 
bigger projects. Frequently the cooperation between 
cluster members lasts only for the duration of a single 
project. However even one bigger sized subsidized pro-
ject can be sufficient to accumulate networking capabili-
ties, to facilitate the inter-firm spreading of knowledge 
and to learn how to cooperate informally activities in a 
network without any sub-organisation linkages.
Trust and informal management. Since clusters are 
inherently loose organisations, cluster managers do 
not have access to strong coercion instruments. Their 
power within the network is weak, frequently rely-
ing on informal, verbal agreements. Therefore cluster 
managers must rely mostly on their ability to convince 
members, to handle conflicts. Clusters rely very strong-
ly on inter-personal trust. For this reason, any changes 
in the leadership of a member company (e.g. inherit-
ance) may lead to a serious setback of the co-operation 
willingness and capability. Cluster managers having 
experiences in managing chambers of commerce, as-
sociations and other organisations based on inter-firm 
cooperation have a better chance to be successful than 
those managers whose previous experiences were lim-
ited to managing tasks within a single27 company.
A self-evaluation of cluster success or failure
The web analysis (N=75 clusters) has confirmed the 
variability of clusters with respect to success and 
growth. The typical cluster is well functioning but in 
most cases its growth is moderate or even stagnating. 
This overall impression has been confirmed by the enu-
meration, visibility and analysis of joint projects, clus-
ter news and cluster organised events.
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According to the expert survey (N=22 clusters), the 
clusters of the IT and of the environmental industry sec-
tors are perceived by the respondents as those with the 
healthiest growth dynamics. On the other hand, most 
respondents from the classical manufacturing sector 
were reporting stagnation or decline.
The expert survey has also provided information on 
how the managers of clusters and member firms evalu-
ate their respective cluster by using the criteria gener-
ally used in case of project evaluation.28 Since the sam-
ple consisted both of successful and stagnating clusters, 
their opinions were divided. In general, respondents 
were more satisfied with (a) the relevance and (b) im-
pact of their respective cluster projects, as compared 
with their satisfaction regarding (c) efficiency, (d) ef-
fectiveness and (e) sustainability (Table 3.).
Success depending on regional vs. sectoral focus. 
There is a significant difference between regionally fo-
cused clusters as opposed to sectorally focused ones. 
Sectorally focused clusters, which are organised around 
a particular profession or technology, are perceived by 
their member companies as much more efficient and 
sustainable than clusters relying strongly on the region-
al principle of organisation.
The differentiation between sectorally vs. region-
ally focused clusters is relevant, because a significant 
amount of cluster subsidies is available under region-
specific subsidy schemes. This aspect of support policy 
was recently challenged by some successful clusters 
which have a presence in several regions of Hungary 
or even claim to have a national or international scope.
Innovation in clusters
When applying for Government subsidies, most clus-
ters highlight the innovative nature of their planned ac-
tivities. In the expert survey (N=22) about half of the 
cluster member firms identified themselves as “some-
what” or “very” innovative. Respondents to the expert 
survey were unanimous in that joint innovation activity 
is an important ingredient of the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of the cluster. The personal interviews have also 
reinforced that those clusters where innovation was the 
main mission of the cluster, were much more confident 
than their less innovative counterparts regarding their 
efficiency and sustainability.
Existence of a joint innovation, research or develop-
ment project. The most important criterion of innovati-
veness among Hungarian clusters is whether the cluster 
(or one of its members) has reported about an ongoing 
or succesfully implemented joint innovation, research 
or development project. While universities are keen to 
report on their websites about their membership in var-
ious clusters, member companies are reporting about 
their cluster activity and cluster membership only in 
exceptional cases. In many cases it is not the cluster 
that runs the innovation projects, but some member 
company of the cluster.
However, in these latter cases the cluster provides 
opportunities for its members to successfully manage 
their innovation activities, e.g. by providing access to 
different funds, a knowledge base, or access to other 
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Source: Expert survey (N=22 clusters).
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The web research (N=75) has revealed that only 
about one-tenth of the investigated clusters have 
claimed to run a joint innovation / research / develop-
ment project in and by the cluster. On the other hand 
about half of the investigated clusters have contribut-
ed to the spreading of innovative products or services 
among their member companies.
What type of innovation. A clear dominance of inno-
vations embodied in a product or technology has been 
observed, as opposed to intangibles.
Product. Most innovations reported by clusters and 
their members are product and technology innovations. 
Clusters in the biotechnology, medical and IT sector 
frequently report about product innovations such as 
new drugs or a path breaking software.
Technology. A few members of the investigated 
clusters – with special respect to the classical manu-
facturing industries – have reported about innovation 
activites facilitating the technological process of their 
respective firms. Technological innovation activity is 
also characteristic for the environmental industry: these 
innovatios are embodied in new recycling technologies. 
Organisational. Among intangible types of innova-
tion, some new consultancy methods were reported.
Spreading innovation embodied in products or tech-
nologies. Clusters can be classified as moderately in-
novative in cases when they are not involved in direct 
research or development activity, but they are facili-
tating the spreading of innovative products and tech-
nologies. Examples: clusters importing/customising/
maintaining/promoting renewable energy generating 
equipment or environment friendly construction tech-
nology. About half of the clusters can be classified as 
moderately innovative.
Accreditation. One of the indicators of innovative-
ness was whether the cluster has been accredited by a 
Government-designated Hungarian organisation29 as an 
”accredited innovation cluster”. The criteria of accredi-
tation were strict, but they did not involve the issue of 
sustainability. Our research has found accredited inno-
vation clusters that did not survive their first two years 
of existence. In 2012 there are 17 accredited innovation 
clusters in Hungary, 7 of which were in the sample of 
75 investigated here.
Co-operation with universities and other research 
organisations. The web research (N=75) has reinforced 
the general impression that most (more than 80%) of 
the innovative or moderately innovative clusters co-
operate with some university or research institute. In 
particular, a provincial university in Hungary claims to 
co-operate with a dozen different clusters, i.e. the uni-
versity was member in each of these networks. On the 
other hand, universities and their departments are also 
frequently members in clusters that are not particularly 
active in innovation.
The membership of a research organisation in a par-
ticular cluster does not necessarily imply that effective 
innovation activity is taking place. In-depth interviews 
have revealed that in some clusters accredited as “inno-
vation clusters”, all research and development activi-
ties have remained in the planning phase due to lack 
of interest on the side of the “flagship” company of the 
cluster – consequently due to lack of resources.
Intangible drivers and barriers of inter-firm 
co-operation
The expert survey has consequently demonstrated that 
those companies and clusters which can be character-
ised by a higher level of co-operation culture are more 
successful. In particular, respondents reporting about 
higher level of joint activity, learning potential and 
inter-firm trust within their respective clusters are also 
convinced that this type of networking has delivered 
tangible results for their firms in terms of impacts, ef-
ficiency and effectivenes.
The role of cluster identity. The identity and mission 
of the cluster is a very important factor of its success. 
Clusters with transparent aims are repeatedly reported 
as being more successful in terms of their impacts and 
effectivenes. The sustainaibility of the cluster depends 
very much on the coherence in its mission statement, 
i.e. on how the cluster defines its own identity. In par-
ticular, clusters organised around a particular product 
group (e.g. automobile parts), technology (e.g. waste 
water recycling) or knowledge (e.g. IT), and clusters or-
ganised along a particular value chain are clearly more 
sustainable than clusters based on a regionally available 
resource (e.g. labour force, thermal water, etc.) or on 
a particular ideology (e.g. climate change prevention).
The overwhelming majority of responding manag-
ers of clusters and member companies has
• very positive attitudes and expectations to net-
working and inter-firm co-operation in general,
• but their experiences with their particular cluster 
are mixed.
Regarding networking attitudes and expectations, 
most respondents have strongly agreed with the follow-
ing statements30:
•  it is worthwhile to build close inter-firm relation-
ships, and clusters provide a good framework for 
such co-operation,
• the advantage of strong inter-company relation-
ships is trust that develops between the partners,
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• the more transparent are the costs and benefits of 
a relationship with another company, the more 
stable and stronger becomes the linkage,
• in our industry any well-established firm needs 
to build both strong and weak relationships with 
other companies.
Conflicts and conflict resolution capability. Accord-
ing to the expert survey, about one-fourth of the inves-
tigated clusters can be characterised by some hidden 
or open conflict. Clusters involving competitor firms, 
in particular in the classical manufacturing sector are 
more likely to face such a challenge. On the other hand, 
the perceived conflict resolution capability of the clus-
ter is not significantly correlated with the prevalence of 
potential or open conflicts.
Culture of co-operation vs. cluster sustainability. 
According to the expert survey, approximately half 
of the respondents have stated that their cluster facili-
tates the culture of cooperation among its members and 
guarantees that all member firms are reliable business 
partners. Unsurprisingly, this perception correlates sig-
nificantly with the existence of a common vision about 
the future of the cluster, in particular with an optimism 
regarding its sustainability.
Barriers and bottlenecks of inter-firm co-operation. 
In the expert survey the majority of the respondents 
have stated31 that the lack of financial resources is a 
major barrier to inter-firm co-operation. Other factors 
which have weakened or reduced co-operation willing-
ness and ability are (in decreasing sequence of impor-
tance): competitor firms within the cluster, lack of legal 
knowledge that is necessary for managing co-operation, 
excessively dominant position of some firms in the clus-
ter, lack of professional/sectoral knowledge (e.g. engi-
neering, biology, IT, etc), lack of appropriate business 
services and lastly: lack of adequate research facilities.
Conclusions and recommendations
The Hungarian cluster landscape consists of relative-
ly many business networks: approximately 180 well 
documented consortia refer to themselves as clusters. 
In international comparison this is a relatively high 
number and is to be expected that out of them only an 
elite of well organised and internationalised clusters 
will survive in the long term. Business networks vary 
widely according to the depth, professional content and 
quality of inter-firm co-operation. It is not easy to dis-
tinguish between autonomous, innovative, sustainable 
clusters on the one side, and temporary, rent-seeking 
consortia on the other side. The latter type has been 
organised only for the purpose of lobbying for regula-
tory advantages or solely for the purpose of applying 
for subsidies. Cluster policy should rely on sophisti-
cated, internationally tested methods in order to iden-
tify those business networks which can contribute to 
national competitiveness and deserve support. Network 
analyisis should deliver the major criteria of cluster 
quality. The strength, structure and quality of inter-firm 
linkages should be promoted by carefully avoiding any 
distortion of competition.
Footnotes
 1 This is the a shortened version of the original research report. The 
original report has the following title: “From temporary consortia 
to innovation clusters: the evolution of co-operation patterns in 
Hungarian business networks”
 2 Title of research project: “Entrepreneurial networks in Hungary”. 
Research project implemented in 2011/2012 by the Institute for 
Sociology and Social Policy of Corvinus University Budapest. 
Supported by the TÁMOP Programme under TÁMOP-4.1.2. 
Members of the project team: Csilla Lukács and András Mol-
nár (M.Sc. students at Chair of Entrepreneurship Development 
of Corvinus University of Budapest), Attila Varga and Edit Veres 
(Ph.D. students at the Doctoral School of Sociology of the Corvi-
nus University of Budapest).
 3 See e.g. (OECD, 2004), (Wixted, 2006)
 4 See e.g. (Netwin, 2007), (Futó – Hurton, 1998), (Villa – Antonel-
li, 2008).
 5 See e.g. (Granovetter, 1985) and (Lazzarini – Zenger, 2007).
 6 The early predecessors of this type of research were the inves-
tigation about strategic alliances among Hungarian firms, see 
(Tari, 1998) and (Buzády, 2000).
 7 (Futó – Soltész – Lányi, 2003)
 8 According to our desk research, out of the 20 clusters and busi-
ness networks surveyed in 2003, only 4 survived into 2011, all of 
the surviving clusters / networks being active in the manufactur-
ing sector. 
 9 (Kohegyi, 2005)
10 (EU, 2006)
11 (Netwin, 2007)
12 (Szanyi et al., 2010)
13 This “meso-level” approach to cluster identification is different 
from the “micro-level”, “organisational” approach taken in this 
research.
14 (Szanyi, 2008a)  (Szanyi, 2008b)
15 See e.g. (Futó, 1998)
16 E.g. to introduce ISO 9000 Quality Management Systems
17 In 2001 and 2002 the Government has disbursed subsidies un-
der the so called “Széchenyi Terv” for 36 beneficiary consortia. 
Analogous subsidies were launched in 2003 within the so called 
“Széchenyi Vállalkozásfejlesztési Program” (Széchenyi Entre-
preneurship Programme, in 2005 and 2006 in the “Gazdasági 
Versenyképesség Operatív programme” (Economic Competitive-
ness Operative Program), furthermore in 2008-2011 under the 
“Regional Operative Programmes” and in the so called “Pólus 
Program” under the “New Hungary Development Plan”.
18 Source: presentation of Mr Peter Keller, Head of Department at 
Mag Zrt (Hungarian Economic Development Centre Ltd) at the 
Cluster Conference held in Budapest, 22. February 2012.
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19 Source: presentation of Mr Peter Keller, Head of Department at 
Mag Zrt (Hungarian Economic Development Centre Ltd) at the 
Cluster Conference held in Budapest, 22. February 2012.
20 See http://www.polusprogram.eu  and http://en.magzrt.hu/ 
21 Source: http://www.polusprogram.eu   and http://en.magzrt.hu/
22 Note: The number of accredited clusters is continuously chang-
ing due to the expiration and renewal of accreditation diplomas.
23 Source: Interview with Ms Orsolya Szentpéteri, Secretary Gen-
eral of the Hungarian Alliance of Clusters.  For more details of 
the EU-wide initiative “Cluster Excellence” see: http://www.
cluster-excellence.eu/
24 Own calculations, based on the online database http://www.clus-
terobservatory.eu/. In February 2012 the website of the project 
“European Cluster Observatory” reports about the existence of 
altoghether 118 cluster organisations in Hungary, 42 in Austria, 
1 in Croatia,10 in Romania, 3 in Serbia, 13 in Slovakia and 15 
in Slovenia.
25 Hungary consists of 19 counties plus the capital Budapest.
26 (Netwin, 2007)
27 (Dobronyi – Halmos – Somosi, 2011)
28 See e.g. (EU, 2004) 
29 „Pólus Akkreditációs Testület”, i.e. Pólus Accreditation Body 
established in 2008 and its legal successor, the MAG – Hungar-
ian Economic Development Centre (MAG). Accredited clusters 
have certain advantages when participating in tenders, e.g. are 
eligible to participate in restricted tenders.
30 Strong agreement was indicated by a rating of 5 on a scale rang-
ing from 1 to 5. This bulleted list contains statements for which 
the average rating of agreement was higher than 4 and the disper-
sion was lower than 1.
31 These respondents have agreed on a level of 4 or 5 with the fol-
lowing statement „In our cluster the potential for co-operation is 
reduced by the fact that there is a lack of money and resources 
allocated for enhancing co-operation.”
Peter Futo – Affiliate Professor, Corvinus University of Budapest, 
Centre for Local Development Research
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mányban megjelent cikkek magyar és angol nyelvű összefog-
lalói elérhetőek a http://www.vezetestudomany.hu és a http://
vezetestudomany.hu címeken.
A lap tudományos folyóirat, ezért szövegközi forráshivatko-
zások és ezek jegyzéke nélküli írásokat nem jelentet meg. A Ve-
zetéstudományban megjelentetni szándékozott kéziratok szerző-
itől az alábbi követelmények figyelembevételét kérjük:
• A cikkek szokásos terjedelme a hivatkozásokkal, ábrákkal 
és táblázatokkal együtt 20–24 oldal, 1,5-es sortávolsággal 
(12-es betűméret, Times New Roman betűtípus).
• A cikkek első oldalának alján tüntessék fel a szerző foglal-
kozását, munkahelyét és beosztását, elektronikus levelezé-
si címét, a tanulmány elkészítésével kapcsolatos informá-
ciókat és az esetleges köszönetnyilvánításokat.
• A kézirathoz csatolandó egy magyar nyelvű és lehetőség 
szerint egy angol nyelvű rövid összefoglaló (200 szót nem 
meghaladó terjedelemben), valamint a cikk fő témaköreit 
megnevező kulcsszavak jegyzéke.
• Kiemeléshez félkövér és dőlt betű használható, aláhúzás nem. 
Jegyzeteket lehetőleg ne használjanak, amennyiben azok fel-
tétlenül szükségesek, szövegvégi jegyzetként adják meg.
• A táblázatoknak és ábráknak legyen sorszáma és címe, va-
lamint – átvett forrás esetén – pontos hivatkozása.
• Az ábrákat és a táblázatokat a kézirat végén, külön olda-
lakon, sorszámmal és címmel ellátva kérjük csatolni, he-
lyüket a szövegben egyértelműen jelölve (pl. „Kérem az 1. 
táblázatot kb. itt elhelyezni!”).
• A szövegközi bibliográfiai hivatkozásokat zárójelben, a 
vezetéknév és az évszám feltüntetésével kérjük jelölni: pl. 
(Veress, 1999); szó szerinti, idézőjeles hivatkozás esetén 
kiegészítve az oldal(ak) számával (pl. Prahalad – Hamel, 
1990: 85.).
• Amennyiben egy hivatkozott szerzőnek több bibliográfiai 
tétele van ugyanazon évben, ezeket 1999a, 1999b stb. mó-
don kell megkülönböztetni.
• A felhasznált források cikk végén elhelyezett jegyzékét 
ábécérendben kérjük, a következő formában:
1. példa (könyv): Porter, M.E. (1980): Competitive 
Strategy; New York: The Free Press
2. példa (folyóiratcikk): Prahalad, C.K. – Hamel, G. 
(1990): The Core Competence of the Corporation; Har-
vard Business Review, május–június, 79–91. o.
A formai követelmények fentiekben érvényesített, ún. „Har-
vard” rendszeréről (más néven „szerző/év” vagy „név/dátum” 
hivatkozási módszerről) részletes tájékoztatást nyújtanak az 




Havi folyóirat lévén és a megjelenés átfutási idejének csök-
kentése érdekében a Vezetéstudomány kefelevonatot nem küld, 
elfogadás előtt azonban a szerzőknek egyeztetés céljából elküldi 
a cikk szerkesztett változatát.
2009. januártól a Vezetéstudományban publikált cikkek 
elérhetőek az ISI Eme „www.securities.com” internetcímen 
található strukturált on-line információs adatbázisban. 2009 
júniusától a Vezetéstudományban közölt írások elérhetőek az 
EBSCO Academic Search Complete adatbázisában a http://
web.ebscohost.com/ehost/search?vid=20&hid=102&sid=747a76
4f-362f-4683-9255-4e54f5ba0df7%40sessionmgr112 oldalon is.
2012. március 1-jétől a Vezetéstudomány egyes cikkei el-
érhetőek a http://unipub.lib.uni-corvinus.hu/500/ oldalon is. 
Külön kívánságra 2004-ig visszamenőleg az összes koráb-
bi kiadás publikációit elektronikus változatban is elküldjük. 
Ha a szerző nem járul hozzá cikkének eseti kérésre, elektronikus 
úton való továbbadásához, kérjük, előre közölje ezt.
Szerzőinknek
